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TUNNEL WASH



AUTOMOTIVE

Florida Chemical manufactures products to clean, protect and main-
tain your customer’s vehicle and protect your investment.
Pre-Treatment 
When cars are being cleaned before entering a wash bay, spot clean with insect removal products, 
wheel & tire cleaners, tar & gum removers and windshield wash products.

Pre-Sprays/Arch Sprays 
Easily break road film’s magnetic bond with high and low pH arch sprays.  The neutralization of the 
magnetic bond provided by your spray bar application of each product will allow the car wash sham-
poo to effectively clean the car.

Car Wash Shampoos
 The industry staple is the Tri-Color Foam Shampoo.  Florida Chemical manufactures tri color sham-
poos that are high foaming and highly effective at road film removal.  If your system only uses a single 
product, choose your favorite color or utilize one of the other foaming shampoos in our line.

Protectants
Florida Chemical manufactures a range of protectants to meet your needs.  Tri-Color Protectant is a 
popular addition to any automated tunnel operation.  Options are also available for spray wax and 
clear coat protectants that can be added to your line.

Rinse Aids
Rinse aids are a popular way to increase the efficiency of your drying systems and to add to the glossy, 
waxed look of the vehicle as it exits the wash bay.  Select from a number of rinse aids that offer char-
acteristics to meet your needs that include beading, sheeting, and residual repellency additives.

Spray Wax
Spray Waxes take the spot free finish to the next level.  With natural Carnuba and Montan waxes to 
protect the finish and impart gloss on vehicle surfaces.  If you are not applying a protectant during the 
wash, use of a spray wax as a rinse aid will give your customer’s vehicle a protective finish.

Touchless Car Wash 
If your wash bay(s) utilize touchless high pressure systems, Florida Chemical has solutions that are 
specifically designed to maximize the efficiency of the system.  Without physical agitation, the touch-
less products combine with system pressure to create a chemical break of the road film.

Tunnel Maintenance
Keep your tunnel investment looking and operating at its best.  With tunnel maintenance products, 
you can keep your systems free from build up that is typical in car wash operations and avoid 
maintenance issues.
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Listed product groups are available in 
multiple production concentrations. Please 
refer to individual product TDS or Product 
Guides to determine which solution meets 
your budgetary and performance needs. 
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